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To compete in today’s global marketplace, many companies are utilizing product families to increase variety, improve customer satisfaction, shorten lead-times, and reduce costs. The key to a successful product family is the platform from which it is derived. In the past decade, there has been a flurry of activity to develop methods and tools to facilitate platform-based product family development, and this book showcases the efforts of more than thirty experts in academia and industry who are working to bridge the gap between (i) planning and managing families of products and (ii) designing and manufacturing them. Front-end issues related to platform-driven product development, platform planning, platform selection and evaluation, platform leveraging, and product family positioning are discussed along with methods for optimizing product platforms and product families. Back-end issues related to the realization of product families, including techniques for estimating production costs, planning process platforms, and commonalizing shapes to facilitate manufacturing are also presented. Industrial applications are also included to demonstrate how platform-based product development can impact product definition, product design, and process design.
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